
SELL AND FILL YOUR
REAL ESTATE & RENTAL
PROPERTIES WITH 360
VIRTUAL TOURS
Get The Virtual Advantage
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VIRTUAL 360 MASTERS



PHONE CALLS

95% More

QUALIFIED LEADS

49% Better
Leads

PREFER VIRTUAL TOURS

75%
 Prospects

FACTS ABOUT 360
VIRTUAL TOURS

•

More engaging across media
platforms - post tour links
anywhere. 

•

Agents that use tours stand
out from their peers.

•

Partners can view tours even
when they're in different cities.

•

Buyers feel safer in the COVID-
19 era.

•

Easier to interact with clients
of limited mobility.

I’m Clem Meunier "technology buff" who noticed a BIG problem.

The Real Estate and Rental Space professional is way too slow at

using new technology - tech that closes sales!  This is crazy to

me, honestly, it drives me nuts so I'm doing something about

and that is creating the solution for you!

THE BIG PROBLEM
Most Property Agents Don't  Take Advantage of Digital Tech

Agents that are not part of big conglomerate agencies don't have the

tech or the person within their agency to get the job done for them. They

also don't always have the money or time to learn how. Agents need to

balance their expense because not every month or quarter is a big one.

And if COVID-19 taught us anything it's that we can't depend on the

market always being active. 

 

So if you don't have the resources in-house and don't want to spend the

money on hardware, software and editing time then what do you do? 

 

YOU - Let me do it for you! 

That’s why I created the 360 Virtual Masters Agency. Get all the bene�ts

of 360 Photography & Virtual Tours without all the cost and time!

 

Why you should let me do it! 

Matterport, a leading  3D tour technology company, reported that

properties that are marketed with virtual tours generate:

40% more clicks

95% more phone inquiries

65% more email inquiries

49% more quali�ed leads

You know the time is right - don't waste

time or money. I'll build your tours - you

focus on closing the sale!

CLEM MEUNIER
Creator Virtual 360 Masters



The Solution
The Most Advanced & Scalable Virtual 360 System Available

In Virtual 360 Master, I built a multi-option and scalable solution that is

executed with little to no burden on you.  Because I believe it should be

easy for you to decide what you want and get the bene�ts quickly.  We’re

wired to believe that things are to-good to-be-true - that's not the case

here.  The Masters system gives you all the tour options you need to be the

top professional in your market.  Don't regret not getting in while you can

be an early adopter, there's still time. 

 

You don't have time to waste, so:

Using the latest 360 Photography technology and purposefully planning a

360 photos session takes 15 to 30 minutes, okay sometimes with a funky

layout or a ton of square footage it takes a little longer. I promise it'll be

worth every minute when you have your hands on a tour your clients can

engage with. Here's a few really cool tour options you can choose from.

 

Full Property Virtual Tour Rendered and Live

Tour Link - Share where and how you want.

MLS compliant - Link the tour to your MLS listing.

Live Virtual Open House - A tour you're in control of.

Live Showings - Get your buyers In a live ZOOM like environment.

Lead Generation Tool - Built-In name and contact info capture.

White Label - Make The Tour Look Like You Built It.

Info Hotspots - Highlight Key Property Features Complete With

Links.

Floor Plans - Yeah we can get you Floor-plans.

GSV - Simple It's Google Street View.

 

But the thing that really sets V360M Tours apart? It is the only place you

can get all the newest and best features in one place. You can have all

the bene�ts of 360 Virtual Tour without the pain and expense of doing it

yourself -  just let Virtual 360 Masters do it for you.

The Results of Using Tours
More Sellers CALL You (The Pro), More Buyers See your Listings

- You Make More Money!

 



DONT' FUSS WITH COMPLICATED
TECHNOLOGY AND WASTE YOUR TIME
AND MONEY TRYING TO FIGURE OUT
VIRTUAL TOURS?

Click on Learn More, get on our list soon so you can simplify your life

and start seeing results fast. Click the button below to become the

most professional looking property agent in you market!

LEARN MORE
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